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To:  Joint Audit Committee 

Date:  18th June 2021 

By:  Detective Superintendent Rachel Carr 

Title: Counter Fraud Update from PSD 

Purpose of Report: 

This report provides the Joint Audit Committee with an update on current 
practice and policy within Sussex Police to prevent and detect activity 
relation to fraud and corruption. 

Terms of Reference the report is presented under:  

Reviewing the assessment of fraud risks and potential harm to the PCC 
and chief constable from fraud and corruption and to monitor the 
effectiveness of the counter fraud strategy, actions and resources. 

Considering the adequacy and effectiveness of the policies and procedures 
governing declarations of interest and receipt of gifts and hospitality 
within the Office of the Sussex PCC and the Sussex Police force. 

Requirement of the JAC (for information/ consideration and 
feedback/ recommendation to PCC/CC) 

That the Joint Audit Committee consider the content of the report and 
provides feedback. 

Executive Summary  

Introduction 

The Professional Standards Department are pleased to report that there 
have been no examples during 2020/21 in relation to fraud perpetrated 
against the Force.  

The Anti-Fraud, Bribery and Corruption policy details the framework for 
identifying and preventing corruption and outlines the steps to be taken 
by individuals where corruption or fraud is suspected or has been 
perpetrated. The bi-annual review concluded in early 2021.  This resulted 
in the removal of ‘Gifts and Hospitalities’ which is now covered in a stand-
alone policy. 



Whilst there continues to be no evidence to suggest this is a significant 
area of concern, this report seeks to provide assurance to the Committee 
that the Force properly recognises the risk and has appropriate policy and 
procedures in place to prevent, detect and deal robustly with cases of 
fraud and corruption. 

Main Issues 

Sussex Police produce an annual Strategic Threat Assessment and control 
strategy for corruption. This is subject of a revised framework and creates 
links to the regional and national corruption picture.  The current strategic 
priorities are;  

 Sexual Misconduct and the Abuse of Authority for Sexual Gain – 
these offences cause significant harm to the victims involved and 
the cases have great potential to attract negative media attention. 

 Disclosure of Information - disclosure of information to criminals 
and other interested parties is an ongoing corruption threat.  

 Computer Misuse – data protection offences are often a precursor 
for the disclosure of information and also feature in the abuse of 
authority for sexual purpose. 

 Substance Misuse – the misuse of drugs in particular is a damaging 
vulnerability and linked to cases of collusion with criminals and the 
disclosure of information. 

Key Risks 

 Corporate and personal integrity could be compromised-  
Corporate integrity and reputation is compromised through the 
actions of individual staff who do not live up to the organisations’ 
professional standards, or through public misunderstanding and 
misperception of our intentions and actions in the current climate of 
heightened scrutiny and public interest 

 Risk of fraud- committed by a police officer or member police staff 

 Staff Member connected to supplier of services (Undisclosed conflict 
of interest) 

 Opportunity to misuse force issue Government Procurement Card 
(GPC) 

 The receipt of gifts and hospitality by officers and staff and 
subsequent bribery opportunities 



Actions Underway and recommendations for further action 

The following control measures are in place to manage and mitigate the 
risk in relation to fraud and corruption: 

The Joint Force Vetting Unit (JFVU) undertake checks on applicants to the 
Force at the pre-recruitment stage and for existing staff in line with the 
Vetting Codes of Practice. These checks are intended to identify and reject 
applicants who may present a risk due to financial vulnerability or broader 
concerns which may include the risk of Abuse of Position. 
Recommendation – Follow up work on change of circumstances with 
existing staff to keep abreast of personal circumstances. 

The Anti-Corruption Unit (ACU) seeks to combine information and 
intelligence from a range of sources to identify and monitor potentially 
vulnerable employees through the Potentially Vulnerable Subjects (PVS) 
scheme.  

If an employee is identified as being ‘at risk’ of corruption they are 
assessed as being high, medium or low risk. High risk employees once 
identified, are subject of an intelligence profile and this helps to bring all 
known information and intelligence into one centrally held document.  

The revised Abuse of Position for Sexual Purpose NCALT training package 
was mandated across Surrey and Sussex (Nov 2020) and reinforced with 
key messages from Chief Officers.  
Recommendation – for this to be refreshed yearly with updated case 
studies to highlight learning opportunities. 

Business Interests 

All approved Business Interests are centrally recorded by the JFVU and 
are published on the force internet site to ensure compliance with force 
policy 965/ 2020. As per Gifts and Hospitality, all Business Interests can 
be considered by the Police and Crime Commissioner during the regular 
accountability meetings. 
Recommendation - Access to the National Fraud Initiative portal shall be 
granted to both PSD and Joint Procurement Service to enable 
identification of a conflict of interests between suppliers and staff 
members. 

Credit Card & Expenses 

Appropriate and necessary governance is in place to effectively manage 
employee expenses.  



GPC usage attracts scrutiny and interest but there are no reported cases 
of fraud associated with GPC cards. There is work ongoing to de-mystify 
some the GPC controls to facilitate necessary operational usage whilst 
remaining within the boundaries of policy and procedures.  

Gifts and Hospitality 

A central Register is held within the JFVU and all submissions can be made 
by an electronic form that can be downloaded. There is a Gifts and 
Hospitality Policy, 1201/2020. 
Recommendation – Policy to be reviewed so that limitations can be placed 
on the monetary value of an item gifted to an officer or staff member. 

All Gifts and Hospitality data is published quarterly on the force website, 
including accepted and declined offers. 

Any concerns in respect of Gifts or Hospitality are discussed between the 
Head of PSD and Head of Finance to ensure that any offers or acceptance 
complies with policy and does not present a corruption risk, compromise 
personal or professional integrity or undermine procurement procedures. 


